
On-Premises Marketing Automation Software

PLATFORM



FOR BUSINESSES

1. Outdated processes, lack of automation



2. Urgent need in practical solution



3. Protecting customer data



4. Meeting security requirements



5. Limited budget

FOR MARKETERS

1. Disparate software systems



2. Legacy software with numerous extensions 



3. Lack of advanced personalization



4. Need to deliver high volume of messages



5. Complicated analytical data collection process

Pain points

and challenges



 PRIVAT

 FLEXIBL

 SCALABLE

Marketing automation platform 

with deep personalization 

and advanced analyticsPLATFORM

Solution

that works



Customer data synchronization

Notifications for managers and call-centers

Platform Online Surveys
Application installation

and targeted actions

Branches (offline)
Conversion and


engagement


Email services Email, SMS, Messengers

Action tracking
 Cell phones

Mobile App
Android/iOS Rich Push

notifications


Website
Web push notifications

Customer data synchronization

Notifications for managers

CRM and DATA

Warehouse Call center

Customer

touch points



Collect data

in customer profiles

 Pesonal dat

 Action histor

 Goals & scorin

 Multiple resource subscription

 Location & device informatio

 CRM & SQL data integratio

 Customer profile 360° analytic

 Unlimited number of attributes

Automate

marketing workflow

 Customer journe

 Advanced content 
personalizatio

 Multivariate testin

 Static & dynamic

segmentatio

 Web & messaging events 
trackin

 Transactional messagin

 Drag & drop Email edito

 Forms and surveys

Communicate

via all digital channels

 Email via built-in AKMTA 
sende

 SM

 Web browser pus

 Mobile and desktop app pus

 Banners, social & custom 
channel

 Messenger

 Popular gateways integratio

 Ads Manager

Analyze

impact in real time

 Summary analytics for all 
channel

 Audience growt

 Interactive conversion 
funnel

 Cohort analysi

 Goal achievment & revenue 
report

 Click maps with version 
snapshot

 Lifetime Value studie

 Webhook

Platform

capabilities



 Data is stored locally on your

private serve

 Failover deployment for

continuous operation with

accessible technical suppor

 Compliance with privacy and

security requirements


Private

deployment



Flexible sender settings

and sending strategies

tuned for any ESP to

ensure impressive 

delivery rates

Scalable architecture 

of multiple senders and 

IP addresses to send 

billions of messages per

month

Sending from 

on-premises servers 

without involving 

third-party services to 

protect customer data 

and preserve domain 

reputation

Built-in

Message Transfer Agent



Unlimited sendings

and data store

No extra charge for platform users -

no barriers to teamworking

No extra charge for messages sent -

no barriers to sales growth

No extra charge for data stored* -

no barriers to audience growth

* - for On-Premises



 Flexible and individual approach 

to each customer

 Feature development according 

to customer specification

 Fine-tuning the Platform using 

clients' feedback

Expanding features

on demand



9 One platform instead of dozens of service

 No module pricing - all you need is already

include

 Ultimate capabilities at a low total cost of

ownership

Packed full functionality

at a reasonable price



Daria Solntseva, head of CRM department

My team was tasked to find a platform for setting up

targeted multi-channel communications with users of

our ePayment service. Altcraft Platform met all our

technical and business requirements. Altcraft team

was directly involved and helped us immensely at

every step while integrating the platform with our

internal system. 


Evgeniy Plotnikov, Email marketing specialist

Our company has been using Altcraft Platform for all

direct communications for more than three years

already. Our priorities are the security of personal data

and the wide technical functionality for personalization

and creating omni-channel campaigns. Now all these

needs are met with one platform. Technical support is

always at a high level, the most complex technical issues

were solved literally within 5 minutes. Thank you guys,

keep up the good work!

Artem, head of retention

Altcraft Platform got my attention because it had

some features that I could not find in other

comparable platforms - a trial period, no limits on

messaging, the ability to use it as an On-Premise

solution and a flexible API for data integration.

The absence of limits on mailing was a pleasant 
surprise. This feature is essential when the company is 
growing rapidly and a multimillion user base is being 
generated.

Dmitry Leonov, CRM marketer

We were looking for a marketing automation service 
that could work within our network without transferring 
data to cloud services. Artcraft Platform is probably the 
only multi-channel platform that can be adapted to the 
company and can work inside synchronously. Now all 
data are stored in one place and are not transferred to 
potentially unreliable clouds.

Success

Stories



We are

trusted by



Client data have been combined from all sources



The collection of customer data about their

activities on the site and in other channels 

has been configured



Micro personalized triggers and Email, SMS, Push

campaigns have been automated



The customer journey has been automated


+49%
Repeated

purchases

Revenue 

from all online


channels

+30% 

Case

insurance company



A unified digital marketing system has been

established



The time for preparing campaigns has been

reduced by 3 times



The cost of the license has paid off during the pilot

project

Reactivated

clients 

+26%
Replenishment 

of company's 


customer accounts

+15%

Case

financial broker



Evaluation of 
results

Open Rate



CTR



Revenue



ROI



05
Defining the 
project scope

Goals



Data sources



Communication 
channels



Marketing 
strategies

01
Deployment within 
the company

Contract



Architecture



Coordination with 
IS dep.



Coordination with 
IT dep.

02
Implementation 
and integrations

Data connection



Channel setting



Pixel on the 
website



Mobile app 
connection

03
Launching 
campaigns 

Triggers



A/B/n testing



Customer Journey



Personalized 
campaigns

04

Platform

Trial Plan



The History of Altcraft began in 2015. The new

platform appeared on the software market and 
quickly became commercially successful among 
financial sector companies. Soon the product 
attracted the interest of other business sectors. Now 
our clients are not only large federal, insurance 
companies, payment systems, but businesses, that 
above all appreciate security, the possibility of rapid 
growth and individual approach.

 

Our Mission is to create the world's best automation 
products so that everyone could realize their creative 
vision.



Our Vision is that everyone is a creator, but tedious 
daily tasks keep people from releasing their creativity. 
That's why our goal is to develop user-friendly and 
innovative software products that automate routine 
work in any field, so that each person in the world 
could use their time and mind to fulfil their potential.


About

Altcraft



Denis Chumachenko

CEO & Founder

The main idea is to give businesses 
independence in the digital world with

full control over data and the ability to 
communicate with customers without 
limits.

Only full control over data will win the battle 
for the future of your company.



Elena Khomutova 

International account manager

altcraft.com

@KhomutovaHelen

elena.khomutova@altcraft.com

+7 4912 901 004

19 Bld. 2, H3, Sovetskoy army, Ryazan, 390037, Russia

Get in touch

with Altcraft

https://altcraft.com/ru

